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Abstract

Fear of infectious disease can create a variety of problems not the least of which is fear itself.

An important question is how individuals attempt to manage their fear. The appearance of

Zika in the U.S. presented an opportunity to examine this issue in a consequential natural

context. Beginning nine days after the W.H.O. declared Zika a world health crisis, two-waves

of survey data were collected from women ages 18–35 who were living in the Southern U.S.

(N = 561). Most respondents (71%) used one or more emotion regulation strategies and a

plurality (41%) utilized multiple strategies. Fear of Zika showed no demonstrable effect on

avoidance, reappraisal, or contesting and none of these three strategies were effective at

down-regulating fear. Fear and suppression, however, showed a self-reinforcing cycle in

which fear increased use of suppression and suppression increased intensity of the fear

response. Although the observed associations were small, even modest effects can be con-

sequential when cumulated over time or across large numbers of individuals.

Introduction

Fear of infectious disease is responsible for a plethora of problems including acceleration of

the spread of disease [1], delays in care-seeking [2], disruption of health-care delivery systems

[3], and economic downturns [4]. A point less widely appreciated, but no less true, is that fear

creates harm at the individual level as well. In addition to simply being unpleasant, it may

interfere with the ability to perform one’s job or to successfully enact social relationships, such

as that of parent or spouse [5]. Fear has also been associated with diminished cardiovascular

health [6], decreased immune functioning [7] and degraded psychological well-being [8].

Given its importance to public health at both the social and individual levels, it is surprising

that so little is known about how individuals attempt to self-regulate fear. The appearance of

Zika in the U.S. presented an opportunity to examine this issue in a consequential natural con-

text. The research focused on three interlocking questions: (a) To what extent do individuals

utilize emotion regulation strategies in response to a health crisis? (b) Which strategies are

instigated by fear? and (c) Are those strategies effective at down-regulating fear? Before exam-

ining these issues, it is important to understand the context created by the World Health Orga-

nization’s (WHO) declaration of Zika as an international health emergency.
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Context

A great deal of health-related information reaches the public via the mass media, Internet

search, or both. To gain insight into the media environment in early 2016, we conducted a

Lexis/Nexis search for the word “Zika” in U. S. newspapers for the period January 1 to March

31. As can be seen in Fig 1, news coverage was intermittent at the beginning of the year, but it

increased almost 90-fold by mid-February. In terms of content, there was speculation regard-

ing Zika-induced brain damage in infants as early as December, 2015. The same stories often

reported the possibility of Guillain-Barré syndrome in adults [9]. By early January, health

experts were expressing suspicion that the virus could be transmitted by sex as well as mosqui-

tos. As with other health crises (e.g., Ebola), news coverage often expressed alarm. In one arti-

cle, the interviewee, Dr. Schaffner, described Zika as “enormously anxiety-provoking” [10].

On February 1st, the WHO declared Zika an international health emergency [11].

The nature of emotion

Emotions are functionally coherent patterns of activation across multiple biopsychosocial sys-

tems. Much current theory holds that emotions are the product of evolutionary design [12].

Fig 1. Zika-related media coverage and information search in early 2016. Google Trends is a public web facility that

shows how frequently a search-term is entered relative to the total search-volume for that term in specifiable regions of

the world. Fig 1 shows the results for the “Zika” in the U.S. during the period January 1 to March 31. Similar to the

newspaper data, the Internet search results show spikes of activity just before and after the WHO declaration of crisis.

As with the news coverage data, search behavior shows a general downward trend over the time period of interest, but

one that is marked by considerable fluctuation around the overall direction. Together the two data displays make the

case that the media environment during early 2016 was both dynamic and highly variable. This was the context in

which our study of Zika-related fear took place.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199828.g001
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Their purpose is to, first, identify particular configurations of person-environment relation-

ships, then to enable behaviors suitable to managing those relationships. Fear may be consid-

ered to be a state that intended to produce an effective behavioral response to a perceived

threat. The threat may be perceived directly such as when a driver sees an oncoming automo-

bile drift across the yellow line and into her lane. However, judgments of threat may also arise

indirectly from warnings issued by (usually) members of the same species. A passenger might

alert a driver of about a dangerous curve that lies ahead. Media or government might warn the

public about downed power lines across a section of highway.

Preparation for behavior includes changes in the cognitive, physiological, expressive, moti-

vational, and subjective systems. The cognitive system manifests heightened vigilance, espe-

cially toward the perceived threat, and biases in reasoning such as a tendency to overestimate

the likelihood of negative outcomes [13]. In the physiological domain, fear is associated with

heightened startle reflex, greater heart rate reactivity, and increased sweating [14]. Facial dis-

play of fear is characterized by eyebrows that are raised and pulled together, raised upper eye-

lids, tensed lower eyelids, and lips slightly stretched horizontally back to the ears [15].

Motivationally, fear is associated with behavioral inhibition [16], presumably for the purpose

of distancing the organism from the threat. Finally, fear is experienced as a negatively valenced

state indexed by words such as afraid and scared. The subjective state is not merely an ephem-

era. Rather, it represents a summary signal of changes across multiple systems [17]. That over-

all pattern of changes is represented in consciousness as the experience of fear.

The general function of emotion is to prioritize a problem-specific set of actions over other

ongoing behaviors. This is useful to the extent that the threat is urgent and solvable, but, when

the threat is open-ended and there is no effective remedy, constant prioritization is dysfunc-

tional. Thus, individuals may seek to down-regulate fear for instrumental reasons [5]. Of

course, fear is also subjectively aversive. Individuals may attempt to lessen their fear because

the experience of it is disagreeable [5].

Emotion regulation

Emotional regulation is the effort to modulate emotional experience in terms of the valence,

intensity, or duration of the affect. Generally, individuals strive to manage their emotions in a

pro-hedonic manner, that is, by minimizing negative affects and enhancing or maintaining

positive affects. There are, however, exceptions in which individuals seek to decrease positive

affect (e.g., suppressing laughter at a funeral) or increase negative affect (e.g., increasing anger

prior to a confrontation). Because we cannot readily imagine any motivation for counter-

hedonic regulation of Zika-related fear, the assumption that individuals would attempt to

down-regulate their fear guided our thinking. Prior research suggested several strategies that

might be utilized in an effort to achieve that goal [18,19]:

Avoidance. Following initial contact with a frightening topic, individuals may decide to

proactively evade individuals or situations that might re-expose them to the issue [20, 21]. Psy-

chologists such as Gross [18] refers to this as situation selection, whereas media researchers,

such as Knobloch-Westerwick & Meng [22] label it selective exposure.

Reappraisal. This family of cognitive change strategies has several members including hope-

lessness (“I might as well just give up”), fatalism (“There is nothing that I can do”) and risk normali-

zation (“Everything has some risk associated with it”). [23] Common themes among the various

forms of reappraisal are passivity, acceptance, and distancing one’s self from the emotional issue.

Contesting. This involves actively arguing against claims of a hazard [24]. Like reap-

praisal, contesting can take several forms including denial of the severity of the threat, rejection

of susceptibility to the threat, or derogation of the message source or the issue [21].

Self-regulation of emotion
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Suppression. We use this term to mean the conscious exertion of mental effort to subdue

unwanted thoughts or feelings [25, 26]. It occurs when people try to tamp down, put away, or

compartmentalize dispreferred mental activities.

It is surprising that relatively little attention has been given to basic descriptive questions

about emotional regulation strategies such as the frequency with which these strategies are

used [27, 28]. This is especially true with regard to how individuals respond to threatening

events such as health crises. To move toward filling this gap in knowledge, we asked what pro-

portion of individuals were engaged in emotional regulation:

RQ1: How widely used are each of the emotion regulation strategies following declaration

of an international health crisis?

The effect of fear on regulation strategies

Emotion is the causal antecedent of regulation: Without the occurrence of emotion there

would be nothing to regulate. In experimental studies of emotional regulation partici-

pants are often trained in a particular strategy, then encouraged to use it when exposed

to the stimulus [19]. This may be contrasted with real-world circumstances in which

individuals are left to their own devices where they may choose one strategy or several.

Accordingly, we posed another basic, descriptive question (represented graphically in

Fig 2).

RQ2: To what extent does fear of Zika cause the use of avoidance, reappraisal, contesting,

or suppression, alone or in combination?

Fig 2. The initial model. Not shown are the correlations among the exogenous variables and the correlated item

residuals across waves.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199828.g002
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The effect of regulation strategies on fear

It has been argued that avoidance is likely to be among the most effective means of emo-

tional regulation because stopping something once it is underway is generally more diffi-

cult than preventing it from occurring in the first place [29]. By this logic, we anticipated

that:

H1: Avoidance is negatively associated with fear of Zika.

Webb et al.’s [19] meta-analysis reported medium-sized, positive effects for reappraisal

on self-report and behavioral indices of emotion (i.e., effective down-regulation). Pre-

sumably, the distancing brought about by reappraisal reduces involvement with the stim-

ulus, which is a necessary condition for emotional arousal [30]. Accordingly, we expected

that:

H2: Reappraisal is negatively associated with fear of Zika.

With regard to infectious disease, a correlational study of emotional response to Ebola

found that one form of contesting–derogation of message sources–was an effective means of

down-regulating fear [31]. Because this result was compatible with proposals to understand

contesting as a form of defense [32], we hypothesized that:

H3: Contesting is negatively associated with fear of Zika.

Some experimental investigations indicate that suppression is a counterproductive strategy

in that it leads to heightened negative emotional experience [33, 34]. The meta-analytic data

are less consistent: Webb et al. [19] found no reliable effect of suppression on self-reported

emotions, but they did observe a small negative relationship with physiological indices. Ironic

process theory suggests that the failure of suppression is all but inevitable because the “pro-

cesses that undermine the intentional control of mental states are inherent in the very exercise

of such control” (p.34) [35]. A body of work supports that contention in various contexts [35]

including cross-sectional evidence that suppression is positively associated with fear of Ebola

[31]. Thus, we expected that:

H4: Suppression is positively associated with fear of Zika.

Personal relevance of the threat of Zika

Theories of emotion assert that affect follows from a configuration of appraisals focused on the

relationship between the individual and the environment. One such appraisal is change, a con-

dition that is met whenever individuals become aware of a new disease. Yet, even though a

population may be uniformly aware of a change, Zika does not present an equal risk to all of

its members. Women who are currently pregnant, or planning to become pregnant in the near

future, bear a disproportionate risk due to the possibility of microcephaly in the infant. Assum-

ing that they are aware of this danger, it is possible that fear and emotion regulation are more

tightly intertwined than for those who are not pregnant and do not plan to become pregnant.

Accordingly, we asked:

RQ3: Are associations between fear and emotion regulation stronger among women for

whom Zika is high (vs. low) in personal relevance?

Self-regulation of emotion
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Materials and methods

Procedures and participants

Via the Qualtrics national online survey panel (http://www.qualtrics.com), we initially

recruited 1002 women between the ages of 18 and 35 who resided in states that border Mexico

(Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas) or have a Caribbean shoreline (Texas, Louisiana, Missis-

sippi, Alabama, and Florida). California was not included because such a large portion of the

state is outside of the range of the mosquitoes thought to carry the disease. Because the panel is

opt-in, it is not possible to calculate a response rate (given that the denominator for the ratio is

unknown). The investigation was approved by the Institutional Review Board at The Pennsyl-

vania State University. The first page of the survey described the study and consent was indi-

cated by forward movement through the survey.

Our first wave of data collection began February 10th, nine days after WHO declared Zika

an international health crisis, and lasted until February 20th. The second wave took place from

March 1st-15th (Fig 1). The average time between survey responses was 10 days with a range

of 8 to 32 days. Due to a recording error during data collection, 90 members of the wave 1 sam-

ple were not re-contactable. Hence, the wave 2 N of 561 represents a (561/912 =) 62% retention

rate.

Statistical power

Assuming N = 561 and a two-tailed test, power to detect a bivariate effect equivalent to r = .10

was .77. For effect sizes of .20 and above, power was greater than .99 [36].

Missing data

Although participants could decline to answer any question, there were no missing data on

any of the variables included in this paper.

Measures

Items for the measurement of fear and emotional regulation strategies were based on previous

research [31]. Fear was assessed with this stem: For each of the words below, please mark the
response that best represents how the current news about Zika makes you feel. Two items (scared
and afraid) were presented and accompanied by a 5-point response scale that ranged from

0 = none of this feeling to 4 = a great deal of this feeling.

Four items were written to assess each of the emotional regulation strategies. Strategies and

sample items were: Avoidance (I actively avoided news about Zika and I avoided situations
where I would hear about Zika), reappraisal (I remembered that life is full of risks: You have to
accept that fact and I reminded myself to accept that which I cannot change), contesting (I
remembered that most of what we are hearing about Zika is blown out of proportion and I
reminded myself that people are making too big a deal out of Zika) and suppression (I made an
effort not to think about Zika and I tried to tamp down my feelings about Zika). The five-point

response scale was 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree,

and 5 = strongly agree.

In the first wave only, two dichotomous-choice items assessed the personal relevance of

Zika (I expect that I will become pregnant in the next two years and I am pregnant now).

Women who responded affirmatively to either or both items were assigned to the high per-

sonal relevance group (N = 234) and those who responded negatively to both were assigned to

the low personal relevance group (N = 327). The full survey is given in S1 Survey.

Self-regulation of emotion
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Plan for analysis

Following item level analyses, items were submitted to exploratory and confirmatory factor

analyses. The resulting scales were analyzed via longitudinal structural equation modeling to

assess the questions of theoretical interest. The measurement and theoretical models were eval-

uated in terms of their fit to the data using the following guidelines for preferred values: χ2/

df< 3 [37], Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) > .94, standardized root mean residual (SRMR) < .08,

root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA) < .08, and the probability of close fit,

PCLOSE > .05 [38,39].

Results

Measurement model

To explore the structure of the data, a principal axis factor analysis was run on the full wave 1

data (N = 1002). This produced five factors whose eigenvalues were greater than 1 and whose

interpretation matched expectations (i.e., one fear factor and four regulation factors). After

eliminating items that showed poor loadings (< .60) on their intended factors or cross-load-

ings (>.40) on unintended factors, 14 items remained (three for avoidance, two for reappraisal,

four for contesting, three for suppression, and two for fear). A second principal axis analysis

on these items produced a clean five-factor solution.

Confirmatory procedures were then used to test the five-factor model for measurement

invariance in the two-wave data set. The ten latent variables were allowed to correlate with one

another within and between waves. To model item-specific variance, the error terms for items

in the first wave were permitted to correlate with their partners in the second wave. Following

the procedures outlined in Little [40], we estimated configural invariance, loading invariance,

and intercept invariance in that order. The final and most restrictive model showed good fit to

the data: χ2 (319) = 585.96, p< .0001, χ2/df = 1.83, TLI = .972, SRMR = .033, RMSEA = .039

(90% CI. = .034/.044), and PCLOSE = 1.00. No pairwise comparison of the CFIs was greater

than .01, which is the criterion suggested by Cheung and Rensvold [41]. Thus, the measure-

ment model met the criteria for strong invariance.

Preliminary analyses and RQ1

Tables 1 and 2 present the correlations among the variables and their corresponding descrip-

tive statistics in waves 1 and 2, respectively. Of special note, associations among the regulation

Table 1. Bivariate correlations and descriptive statistics for manifest variables in (mostly) wave 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Avoidance@w1 .90

2. Reappraisal@w1 .22� .70

3. Contesting@w1 .54� .36� .91

4. Suppression@w1 .66� .41� .54� .84

5. Fear@w1 .008 .05 -.13� .11� .89

6. Fear@w2 .10� .03 -.002 .17� .53� .90

Mean 2.40 3.43 2.96 2.81 2.11 1.87

SD 1.02 .88 .97 .94 1.12 1.21

N = 561. Diagonal entries are alpha coefficients. Waves 1 and 2 indicated by w1 and w2, respectively.

�p < .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199828.t001
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strategies are substantial and positive in both waves, a pattern that indicates that individuals

who use any one strategy are prone to employ others as well.

RQ1 asked about the extent to which respondents used each of the regulation strategies. To

address that question we created a binary variable for each strategy that broke its data at the

scale midpoint. Given the 1-to-5 response scale, values greater than 3 indicated that respon-

dents used the strategy, whereas values of 3 or less indicated uncertainty or non-use. For avoid-

ance, 19% of the sample fell above the midpoint at time 1 and 19% at time 2. The

corresponding values for reappraisal were 57% and 58%, for contesting 40% and 40%, and for

suppression 31% and 31%.

To assess RQ2, we conducted a count of the number of regulation strategies used by any

given individual. For time 1, 29% of the sample used no regulation strategies, 30% used one

strategy, 18% used two strategies, 12% used three strategies, and 11% used all four strategies.

The corresponding data for time 2 were: none (29%), one (28%), two (18%), three (13%), and

four (11%). Overall, a majority of our sample (71%) used one or more emotion regulation

strategies and a plurality (41%) utilized multiple strategies. In addition to their substantive

importance, these results indicated that there was sufficient variation in the strategy use to

carry out the next set of analyses.

Theoretical model and RQ2, H1-H4

The initial analysis tested the causal model shown in Fig 2 with two additions: The exogenous

variables were allowed to correlate and the error terms for individual items were allowed to

correlate with themselves across waves. Although some of the fit statistics were acceptable, the

overall pattern was not optimal (see Table 3). Inspection of the modification indices revealed

that fit could be improved by allowing the errors of prediction to correlate. Substantively, this

means that the model is incomplete: One or more variables that affect the system of equations

is missing. Given the rapidly changing communication environment during the survey period

(Fig 1), this seemed a plausible assumption. On the premise that the rationale for allowing any

pair of errors to correlate should be implemented in all corresponding circumstances, we per-

mitted correlations among all of the errors of prediction. The results are given in Table 3 in the

column labeled Model 2. The next column, Model 3, shows the results after removal of nonsig-

nificant paths from Model 2. With the exception of the highly sensitive χ2 test, all of the coeffi-

cients indicated good fit. Thus, we turned to interpretation of the parameter estimates.

RQ2 was concerned with the influence of fear on emotional regulation strategies. The stan-

dardized coefficients were .00, p = .99 for avoidance; .05, p = .23 for reappraisal; .03, p = .37 for

Table 2. Bivariate correlations and descriptive statistics for manifest variables in (mostly) wave 2.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Avoidance@w2 .94

2. Reappraisal@w2 .21� .76

3. Contesting@w2 .49� .41� .92

4. Suppression@w2 .60� .44� .45� .85

5. Fear@w1 .003 .07 -.05 .18� .89

6. Fear@w2 .08� .04 -.06 .26� .53� .90

Mean 2.38 3.44 2.99 2.80 2.11 1.87

SD 1.05 .91 .97 .94 1.12 1.21

N = 561. Diagonal entries are alpha coefficients. Waves 1 and 2 indicated by w1 and w2, respectively.

�p < .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199828.t002
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contesting; and .13, p = .002 for suppression. Hence, the evidence indicated that fear encour-

aged the use of suppression, but showed no demonstrable influence on the other three regula-

tion strategies.

The hypotheses focused on the effects of regulation strategies on emotional intensity. H1

predicted a negative association between avoidance and fear. Because the standardized path

coefficient was -.03, p = .70, H1 was not supported. H2 predicted a negative association

between reappraisal and fear, but the coefficient of -.07, p = .22 gave no support to H2. H3

anticipated that contesting would exhibit a negative influence on fear. Given a path coefficient

of .01, p = .81, H3 was not supported. The fourth hypothesis predicted a positive association

between suppression and fear. The coefficient of .18, p = .050 was taken as consistent with H4.

To complete the analyses, we trimmed the non-significant paths, then re-estimated the

parameters in Model 3. In terms of fit statistics, the difference between Models 2 and 3 was

miniscule. Further, all of the retained parameters were significant at p = .002 or better (includ-

ing the suppression@t1-fear@t2 association). Fig 3 displays the final obtained model and the

standardized parameter estimates. There are two notable features of the results. First, there

was a self-reinforcing relationship between suppression and fear: Fear increased the use of sup-

pression and suppression increased the experience of fear. Second, there was no indication

that any of the emotional regulation strategies were either caused by fear nor that they were

effective at down-regulating fear.

Theoretical model and RQ3

Multi-group structural equation analyses were conducted to assess the operation of the

obtained theoretical model in the high and low relevance groups. These groups were, respec-

tively, participants who were currently pregnant or planning to become pregnant (high rele-

vance) versus those not currently pregnant and not planning on becoming pregnant (low

relevance). Assuming the unconstrained model to be correct, requiring equal measurement

weights produced the following: χ2 (18) = 27.51, p = .070, values that are close to, but do not

exceed the conventional p< .05 probability level. Next, assuming the measurement weights to

be correct, we tested for invariance of measurement intercepts. Not surprisingly, the results

indicated group differences: χ2 (28) = 64.98, p = .0001. Intercept values for fear and the emo-

tional regulation strategies were lower in the low relevance group than in the high relevance

Table 3. Theoretical models of fear and emotional regulation.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Fit Indices correlated exogenous variables, correlated item residuals across waves,

autoregressive paths, hypothesized paths

Model 1+correlated

disturbance terms

Model 2 trimmed of

nonsignificant paths

χ2 (df) 960.81 (313)��� 545.64 (303)��� 549.08 (309)���

χ2/df 3.07 1.80 1.77

TLI .93 .97 .97

SRMR .087 .037 .038

RMSEA (90%

ci)

.061 (.056/.065) .038 (.033/.043) .037 (.032/.042)

PCLOSE .000 1.00 1.00

χ2 = chi-squared statistic. df = degrees of freedom. TLI = Tucker-Lewis Index. SRMR = Standardized root mean residual. RMSEA = root mean squared error of

approximation. PCLOSE = probability of close fit.

�p < .05

��p < .01

���p < .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199828.t003
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group. The third and final comparison addressed RQ3. Assuming the measurement intercepts

to be correct, it tested whether the structural weights differed across groups. The results indi-

cated that they did not: χ2 (7) = 7.80, p = .350.

Discussion

Use of emotional regulation strategies

Studies of emotional regulation in natural settings are relatively rare and, to date, have assessed

events that occur in day-to-day life [28, 42]. Our focus, in contrast, was on a single, potentially con-

sequential topic. Despite this notable difference, our results mirror some of the earlier findings. For

example, all four strategies under study were used by some portion of our sample (19% to 58%).

Further, where Heiy and Cheavens reported that individuals in their study used an average of

seven strategies to manage fear, our data showed averages of 1.5 and 1.9 in waves 1 and 2 respec-

tively (Values reported here are slightly higher than those in our results section because they

exclude individuals who did not report experiencing fear, as was done in the Heiy & Cheavan’s

study.) The studies concur that individuals tend to use multiple emotion regulation strategies.

It might also be thought that individuals find a strategy that they like, then stick with it.

Indeed, our data also showed that the latent stability coefficients (i.e., the auto-regressive

paths) ranged from a high of .64 for avoidance to a low of .56 for suppression. These values are

substantial enough to imply considerable stability, but not so high as to indicate that strategy

use at one time guarantees use of that strategy at another time. We come to the same conclu-

sion that Brans et al. drew from their intra-class correlations: Strategy use in any given instance

is a function of situational and personal factors. A comprehensive list of those factors is surely

something toward which research should aspire.

Fig 3. Final model with standardized regression weights. Not shown are correlations among the exogenous

variables, correlations among the disturbance terms, or correlated item residuals across waves. �p< .05. �� p< .01.
��� p< .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199828.g003
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Suppression and the spiral of fear

As Fig 3 shows, suppression and fear were mutually reinforcing over the period of our survey.

Fear at time 1 caused suppression at time 2, and suppression at time 1 caused fear at time 2.

This pattern of data can be interpreted as evidence of an ironic process [35]. The theory holds

that mental control is the product of two interdependent activities. The operating process
attempts to load consciousness with cognitions and feelings that are relevant to the desired

state or, in this case, to eliminate the unwanted experience of fear. The monitoring process,
which runs below conscious awareness, evaluates whether the operating process is successful

and, if not, re-initiates the operating process. Re-initiation has the effect of sensitizing the

mind to content that is indicative of system failure. The current application is complicated

somewhat by the fact that the desired state is a negation (i.e., not fear). That said, the experi-

ence of fear is clear evidence that suppression is failing to eliminate fear. This should be suffi-

cient to restart the operating system, which will instigate further attention to the undesired

feeling, thereby resulting in a spiral of fear.

We need not conclude, however, that this spiral is completely self-contained. In fact, it

seems likely that factors external to ironic process theory make some contribution to the main-

tenance of fear. As Fig 1 makes plain, Zika was the topic of a great deal of media coverage and

search behavior. And our previous research shows that media coverage was complemented by

frequent interpersonal discussions of the disease [43]. Hence, one factor that could recreate

fear as the contents of mind is repeated exposure to the threatening concept. Concept exposure

can occur for active reasons, as when individuals planfully seek out relevant information, or

passive reasons, as when they are inadvertently exposed to news or talk of the disease, perhaps

even when they are working to avoid contact. A better understanding of the causes of the fear

spiral might yield insights into how that vicious cycle could be disrupted.

Avoidance, reappraisal, and contesting

The results indicate that we must consider two distinct knowledge claims with respect to

avoidance, reappraisal, and contesting. There was no indication that (a) fear prompted the use

of any of the three emotion regulation strategies nor that (b) any of these three strategies had

an observable effect on fear intensity. There are several methodological issues that are relevant

to both knowledge claims. For instance, because the measures showed substantial variance in

both waves (Tables 1 and 2), the lack of covariation cannot be attributed to restriction in

range. And given our sample size, it is unlikely that the lack of correlation–in either causal

direction–is the result of insufficient statistical power, unless the true effects are quite a bit

smaller than r = .10.

One potential explanation for the null findings resides in the lag time between waves 1 and

2, which was an average of 10 days. Identification of the proper lag is a classic problem in lon-

gitudinal research that can be solved by empirical studies devoted to that problem, preferably

in conjunction with the development of theory that explicitly articulates the temporal dynam-

ics of emotional regulation [40]. Having no such theory in hand, our procedures were guided

primarily by pragmatic concerns, the most central of which was the speed at which respon-

dents accrued. However, it is important to note that to the extent that the process of emotion

regulation is non-recurrent and faster than our lag, the observed effect will be downwardly

biased [44]. If that is true in our data, it would explain the apparent absence of effects for

avoidance, reappraisal, and contesting. It would also suggest that even the coefficients that

were significant are smaller than they would be in a study with a shorter lags. Perhaps an alter-

native method such as experience sampling could be used in future work to capture and track

emotional response and regulation at a faster rate.
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An alternative explanation for the null findings resides in our approach to analysis. Much

research on emotion regulation is experimental, a method that enables strong causal inference,

but also demands simplicity. Participants are typically assigned to use a single emotion regula-

tion strategy, whose effectiveness is then assessed against other conditions/strategies. Our ana-

lytic approach differed from this in that it controlled for autoregressive influences (i.e., effects

of variables on themselves) as well as the simultaneous effects of other regulation strategies

[42]. There is no doubt that explicitly modeling these influences had an effect on our conclu-

sions. In preliminary regression analyses that ignored autoregressive effects, contesting (t1)

showed the anticipated negative effect on fear (t2). And as can be seen in the correlations in

Tables 1 and 2, avoidance (t1) has a bivariate effect on fear (t2), which vanished when account-

ing for suppression (Fig 2). By failing to explicitly model these effects, the experimental litera-

ture may be overestimating the degree of association between regulation strategies and

emotional response, a point made previously by Brans et al. [27].

Personal relevance

The threat of Zika was more or less personally relevant to the women in our sample as a func-

tion of the pregnancy status and pregnancy intentions. However, there was no indication that

this difference influenced the pattern of associations between fear and the emotional regula-

tion strategies. This does not mean than personal relevance is unimportant to understanding

emotional arousal and regulation. Indeed, the mean levels of fear were higher in the high rele-

vance group: 2.39 versus 1.90, t (559) = 5.32, p = .0001 at time 1 and 2.09 versus 1.71, t (559) =

3.72, p = .0001 at time 2. However, the structural equation analyses highlight a different aspect

of the data, that is, the ordering of values between the two groups. These results lead to the

conclusion that the ordering, and the resulting associations, are robust across levels of personal

relevance. In other words, the processes are the same in both groups, even though the mean

levels are not.

Context specific findings and implications

Although our comments thus far have focused on basic theoretical and methodological issues,

it is important not to overlook implications of the findings for applied questions of public

health. Several observations are in order. For one, it is clear that the women in our sample

were frightened. Ninety percent of the wave 1 sample gave a non-zero answer when asked if

they were fearful given the current news about Zika. The corresponding value for wave 2 was

85%. Nine percent and 8% reported the highest possible scale value in waves 1 and 2

respectively.

To the extent that fear is damaging to the individuals who experience it, these values may

be worrisome. It is of particular concern that fear in mothers can negatively impact the well-

being of infants. To this point, Lederman et al. [45] reported that physical proximity to the

World Trade Center (a proxy for fear) was associated with reduced birth weight of infants who

were in utero at the time of the 9/11 attacks. Comparison of birth weights among Dutch neo-

nates whose mothers were exposed to the attack only via media versus a cohort assessed a year

later also showed reduced birth weight [46]. It would be ironic if fears about infant well-being,

such as microcephaly, were themselves the cause of diminished infant health.

Interventions designed to reduce fear intensity need to consider two distinct goals. One is

to encourage dismissal of counterproductive regulation strategies, that is, suppression. Of

course, the design of such an intervention is contingent on first understanding why nearly

one-third of our sample elected to employ this strategy, then persisted in its use at time 2

despite having personal evidence of its ineffectiveness.
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The second goal of an intervention should be to promote approaches to emotion regulation

that are simultaneously effective and realistic. Because none of the strategies assessed in this

research provided relief from fear, it may be necessary to search for new techniques or to

develop efficacious variations on known strategies. Tests of alternatives will need to be con-

ducted in circumstances similar to our study, where uncertainty about disease outcomes is

high and the media provide a constant reminder of that fact. One significant obstacle to

achieving this second goal is the fact that effectiveness and realism can work against one

another. For example, completely denying the risk of any hazard is likely to be an effective

means of preventing fear, but this success at emotional regulation is achieved only by severe

distortion of objective risk. Presumably, some appreciation of risk is necessary to motivate

individuals to take protective action.

Strengths and limitations

Perhaps the most notable feature of this study was its timing, which involved data collection

just nine days after the WHO declared Zika an international health crisis. This enabled capture

of data on public reactions in the early stages of the knowledge diffusion process. It also repre-

sents a constraint in that the results may not generalize to later phases of an infectious disease

event.

We utilized a sample of women of child-bearing age, all of whom were located in the South-

ern United States. This had the advantage of assessing persons who were most at risk for the

disease and, therefore, most likely to experience fear and the corresponding need for emotional

regulation. Because women [47] and younger people [48] generally report higher levels of

emotions, the mean values for emotions and, possibly, regulation strategies are probably

higher than they would be if the sample were composed of men or older individuals.

Although we examined four different methods of emotion regulation, our sample of strate-

gies was not exhaustive [28]. For example, whereas Webb et al. [19] identify four sub-types of

reappraisal, our survey questions, capture only two of them. To the extent possible, future

studies might benefit from examining a wider array of strategies. Given the potential for emo-

tional contagion during health crises, consideration of social mechanisms of emotion modula-

tion may be particularly valuable.

Finally, the observed effects for fear and suppression were small by most standards. The

estimates provided by the data might be attenuated by methodological factors such as lag time.

However, even if the true magnitude of the effects is small, they may be consequential when

cumulated over time within individuals or when aggregated across many individuals at one

time. More research is needed to assess the pragmatic consequences of the results.

Conclusions

Because fear of infectious disease has so many consequential and unwanted outcomes, it is

rational for citizens and society to be concerned about fear itself. This research focused on

whether and how at-risk individuals attempted to manage their fear of Zika at a critical junc-

ture–shortly after Zika was deemed a crisis. Although most of the respondents engaged an

emotional regulation strategy and many used multiple methods, none of these efforts was suc-

cessful at down-regulating fear. Indeed, one strategy–suppression–was demonstrably counter-

productive. This study provides valuable insight into individual-level efforts to regulate

emotion in a naturally occurring, dynamic communication environment. It also underscores

the need to develop interventions to manage fear that are simultaneously effective and

realistic.
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